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In re Mays, 490 Mich 997 John Wiley & Sons
Government-by-proxy and intergovernmental
relations profoundly affect the public
administration of foster care. Using examples
from foster care systems in the states of
Delaware, Michigan, New York, and Rhode Island,
Rebecca Padot eloquently combines a rigorous
methodology and theory work to expose the
conditions under which foster care outcomes can
be improved. The cases selected suggest that
the federal government has increased its focus
on measuring the performance of state programs
while simultaneously decreasing its funding of
state foster care programs and offering the
states very little management or mentorship.
Padot turns the page and recommends
administrators place a greater priority on
building community partners, integrating the
advice of mentors, providing leadership from
public managers, and cultivating relationships
with the federal government. An original and
timely resource for scholars and practitioners,
this book represents a significant contribution
to our understanding of how leadership and
management variables may be associated with
more positive foster care practices and
performance in the United States.

provides a much-needed theoretical and evidence base for supported
decision-making. Evidence and strengths-based frameworks for
understanding disability, supports, and their roles in promoting supported
decision-making are synthesized. The authors describe the application of a
social-ecological approach to supported decision-making, and focus on
implications for building systems of supports based on current
environmental demands. This volume introduces and explains empirical
research on critical elements of supported decision-making and the
applications of supported decision-making that enhance outcomes,
including self-determination and quality of life.
Michigan Court Improvement Program Assessment of Probate Courts'
Handling of Child Abuse and Neglect Cases Amer Bar Assn
Focusing on Florence, Thomas Kuehn demonstrates the formative influence of
law on Italian society during the Renaissance, especially in the spheres of family
and women. Kuehn's use of legal sources along with letters, diaries, and
contemporary accounts allows him to present a compelling image of the social
processes that affected the shape and function of the law. The numerous law
courts of Italian city-states constantly devised and revised statutes. Kuehn traces
the permutations of these laws, then examines their use by Florentines to
arbitrate conflict and regulate social behavior regarding such issues as kinship,
marriage, business, inheritance, illlegitimacy, and gender. Ranging from one
man's embittered denunciation of his father to another's reaction to his
kinsmen's rejection of him as illegitimate, Law, Family, and Women provides
fascinating evidence of the tensions riddling family life in Renaissance Florence.
Kuehn shows how these same tensions, often articulated in and through the law,
affected women. He examines the role of the mundualdus—a male legal
guardian for women—in Florence, the control of fathers over their married
daughters, and issues of inheritance by and through women. An ambitious
attempt to reformulate the agenda of Renaissance social history, Kuehn's work
will be of value to both legal anthropologists and social historians. Thomas
Kuehn is professor of history at Clemson University.

Judicial Determination of Capacity of Older Adults in Guardianship
Proceedings Cambridge University Press
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date
resource for information on legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts in
all jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer
malpractice cases, disciplinary actions, disqualification issues, sanctions
questions and much more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of
Representing Parents in Child Welfare Cases DIANE Publishing
Professional Conduct are followed by numbered Comments that explain
PRINT SUBSCRIPTION CANCELLED - 10/2013.
each Rule's purpose and provide suggestions for its practical application.
Guardianship Law Routledge
The Rules will help you identify proper conduct in a variety of given
142568
situations, review those instances where discretionary action is possible,
Handbook for the Use of Boards of Directors, Superintendents,
and define the nature of the relationship between you and your clients,
and Staffs of Institutions for Dependent Children Government
colleagues and the courts.
Printing Office
Michigan Compiled Laws Annotated American Bar Association
12
Child and Family Services Improvement Act of 2006 Springer Publishing As people age, some become incapable of managing their personal &
financial affairs. To protect these people, state laws provide for court
Company
The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities appointment of guardians to act on their behalf. In many cases federal
(CRPD) recognized that people with disabilities should have the right to programs provide these incapacitated people financial benefits. This
exercise their legal capacity and identified 'supported decision-making' as report examines: (1) what state courts do to ensure that guardians fulfill
their responsibilities, (2) what guardianship programs recognized as
a means by which people with disabilities can be directly involved in
decisions that impact their lives. Offering an overview of its emergence in exemplary do to ensure that guardians fulfill their responsibilities, & (3)
how state courts & federal agencies work together to protect incapacitated
the disability field and highlighting emerging research, theory, and
practice from legal, psychology, education, and health fields, this volume elderly people. Recommendations included. Charts & tables.
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Social Work Practice and the Law
Representing Parents in Child Welfare Cases is a guide for attorneys
representing parents accused of parental unfitness due to abuse or
neglect. Competent legal representation is often the sole support a
parent has when working with the child welfare system. This book
provides practical tips for attorneys at each stage of the process.
Federal Register
65140
Child Welfare Outcomes ...
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Guardianship
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Social Work Practice and the Law is a powerful call for social workers
to be passionate and skillful advocates for their clients. Essential
reading for social workers and lawyers alike who serve low-income
people entangled in systems that so often fail them." Dorothy
Roberts, JD Kirkland & Ellis Professor, Northwestern University
School of Law Author, Shattered Bonds: The Color of Child Welfare
Based on the author's innovative and nationally recognized
prototype for inter-professional work at Fordham University, this is
the only volume about social work and the legal system that is written
from the social worker's perspective. Devoid of "legalese," the book is
designed to help social workers develop the ability to reappraise,
question, and challenge the law to best serve their clients. It aims to
promote the development of a more strategic relationship with the
legal system-a partnership that can achieve more creative and just
solutions to social problems. Exhaustive in scope, Social Work and
the Law identifies current national and international trends and legal
movements that support and invite inter-professional, critically
competent social work participation. The book also identifies and
explains the essential knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes necessary
for the attainment of collaborative critical competence when
interacting with the legal system. Each chapter includes vivid case
studies based on actual collaborations that illustrate the application of
theory to practice. Chapters also include legal, social work, and
evidence-based resources. Key Features: Promotes a proactive
approach to the ways in which social workers can use law to promote
clients' best interests Addresses all domains of social work practicechild welfare, housing law, educational access, disability law, benefits,
and more Offers abundant case studies taken from the authors' reallife work Devoid of "legalese" and written from a social worker's
perspective
Beyond Guardianship

Child Neglect
From the Preface: This manual, Child Protective Services: A Guide for
Caseworkers, examines the roles and responsibilities of child protective services
(CPS) workers, who are at the forefront of every community's child protection
efforts. The manual describes the basic stages of the CPS process and the steps
necessary to accomplish each stage: intake, initial assessment or investigation,
family assessment, case planning, service provision, evaluation of family
progress, and case closure. Best practices and critical issues in casework practice
are underscored throughout. The primary audience for this manual includes
CPS caseworkers, supervisors, and administrators. State and local CPS agency
trainers may use the manual for preservice or inservice training of CPS
caseworkers, while schools of social work may add it to class reading lists to
orient students to the field of child protection. In addition, other professionals
and concerned community members may consult the manual for a greater
understanding of the child protection process. This manual builds on the
information presented in A Coordinated Response to Child Abuse and Neglect:
The Foundation for Practice. Readers are encouraged to begin with that manual
as it addresses important information on which CPS practice is based-including
definitions of child maltreatment, risk factors, consequences, and the Federal
and State basis for intervention. Some manuals in the series also may be of
interest in understanding the roles of other professional groups in responding to
child abuse and neglect, including: Substance abuse treatment providers;
Domestic violence victim advocates; Educators; Law enforcement personnel.
Other manuals address special issues, such as building partnerships and working
Guardianship and the Protection of Infants
with the courts on CPS cases.
In re Morris, 491 Mich 81 (2012)
Navigate probate, tax issues, and state laws Create an estate plan and protect
The Politics of Foster Care Administration in the United States
your family's interests Need a will, but have no idea where to start? This friendly
guide shows youhow to prepare a legal will or trust — either on your own or
Supported Decision-Making
with professional help — and ensure that your wishes are honored. You'll
handle everything from planning your bequests and writing and signing a will to
selecting a trust and drafting your durable power of attorney. Discover how to:
Provide for your children Hire and work with professionals Minimize tax
liabilities Amend or revoke a will or trust Avoid common estate planning
mistakes Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not
included as part of eBook file.

Wills and Trusts Kit For Dummies
In general, guardianship involves a state-court determination that an
individual lacks the capacity to make decisions with respect to their health,
safety, welfare, and/or property. This Beyond Guardianship report
explains how guardianship law has evolved, explores the due process and
other concerns with guardianships, offers an overview of alternatives to
guardianship, and identifies areas for further study. This report covers
people with mental illness or disabilities, to include children populations
and aging adult populations Legal standards of incapacity are also
explored within this report. Discover more products related to this topic:
Physically challenged collection and resources about persons that are
disabled Aging resources collection Mental Health collection Childhood
& Adolescence collection

Comparative Study of State Case Review Systems Phase II: Legal
issues and state statutory survey
"This is the first book to give social workers the tools to understand
their clients' legal needs and rights and to address them
collaboratively and effectively. Lyn Slater and Kara Finck ground
their text in a comprehensive grasp of the legal system and the
inequities of race, class, and gender that shape clients' experiences.
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